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Gold Coin: The Salient Futures Contract of IME

Futures Trading

The clearing house operates as the central counterparty (CCP) of every trade keeping anonymity of the clients ensuring sound, clearing and settlement process. Trading commences dynamically via pre-opening auction. After matching of the bid and ask orders are placed electronically in queues waiting to match to their identical prices. Trading commences dynamically via pre-opening auction. After matching of the bid and ask orders, the clearing house imposes collaterals on the buyer to ensure payment in due course. Seller shall receive money from the clearing house within the period specified in the notice of offering.

Futures Market Facts:

Gold Coin: The Salient Futures Contract of IME

Facts of 2013

The gold coin futures contract was launched in 2008 and since then the number of market participants has been increasing on a monthly basis. The clearing house operates as the central counterparty (CCP) of every trade keeping anonymity of the clients ensuring sound, clearing and settlement process. A Sicherungsverpflichtung (Sicherungsverpflichtung) is calculated and announced to the market by the clearing house for settlement of the contract thereby offsetting the risky accounts. The C/H margin calls the clients whose margin accounts fall below the maintenance level so they are required to bring the amount of their margin account back to the initial margin level. The clearing house imposes collaterals on the clients whose margin accounts fall below the maintenance level so they are required to bring the amount of their margin account back to the initial margin level. At the end of the contract month those clients who areawan in physical delivery of the underlying asset may take or make delivery of the commodity subject of the contract and the contract is terminated at the end of the last trading day and post-trade process begins.

IME At a Glance

Iran Mercantile Exchange
IME At a Glance

In a Glance
IME is a self-regulated organization operating under supervision of the SECO, market regulator. IME is the leading multi-commodity exchange in the Middle East. Enjoying the reputation of providing a highly liquid and transparent platform, IME is the first to introduce the fully electronic derivatives market, low latency, efficient trading system, unmatched sound and fast settlement-delivery mechanism, the IME provides a transparent rule, at the same time, competitive marketplace where market participants manage their risks and through futures contracts. This service helps risk management services to the market participants manage their requirements. The exchange provides the exchange to a venue for price discovery especially the futures contracts has turned spot market alongside derivatives market where institutional suppliers and buyers at market rendering services to the individual and foreign entities are met through electronic trading solutions. The exchange provides numerous opportunities to the industry players to offer their products ranging from metals, agricultural, petrochemical and the oil-related products through listings in accordance with the latest commodity markets and its full membership to the Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS). IME also participates in annual meetings of foreign missions, trade associations, technology companies, and various marketing activities in Iran and in the Middle East. Enjoying the state-of-the-art technology, electronic trading floor, and full membership to the Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS), IME also participates in annual meetings of foreign missions, trade associations, technology companies, and various marketing activities.

IME and Global Organizations
IME is a member of International Federation of Futures Markets (FIA) in Geneva. A number of regional and international cooperation are as follows:
- IME is a full member of the Association of the Futures Markets (AFM), the leading entity of the emerging futures markets, and its full membership to the Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS) IME also participates in annual meetings of foreign missions, trade associations, technology companies, and various marketing activities
- IME participates in annual meetings of foreign missions, trade associations, technology companies, and various marketing activities
- IME has obtained membership of the Commodity Exchange Holding 2nd onsite session of BUCE in 2012
- IME and Global Organizations IME: Globalization, the Gateway to Economic Growth and Development

IME: Hedging and Risk Management Opportunities for Traders via Derivatives Contracts

IME Globalization, the Gateway to Economic Growth and Development
IME is a self-regulated organization operating under supervision of the SECO, market regulator. IME is the leading multi-commodity exchange in the Middle East. Enjoying the reputation of providing a highly liquid and transparent platform, IME is the first to introduce the fully electronic derivatives market, low latency, efficient trading system, unmatched sound and fast settlement-delivery mechanism, the IME provides a transparent rule, at the same time, competitive marketplace where market participants manage their risks and through futures contracts. This service helps risk management services to the market participants manage their requirements. The exchange provides the exchange to a venue for price discovery especially the futures contracts has turned spot market alongside derivatives market where institutional suppliers and buyers at market rendering services to the individual and foreign entities are met through electronic trading solutions. The exchange provides numerous opportunities to the industry players to offer their products ranging from metals, agricultural, petrochemical and the oil-related products through listings in accordance with the latest commodity markets.

IME Services to the Market
Various sections of the market benefit from the exchange operation. The scope of the services is as under:
- Venue for the first public offering of strategic commodities and products
- Market with sound robust price discovery mechanism
- Providing clearing and settlement services
- Providing a transparent rule, at the same time, competitive marketplace where market participants manage their risks and through futures contracts. This service helps risk management services to the market participants manage their requirements. The exchange provides numerous opportunities to the industry players to offer their products ranging from metals, agricultural, petrochemical and the oil-related products through listings in accordance with the latest commodity markets.
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